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THANK YOU to all our trustees, volunteers, supporters,
partners and funders
Swansea Women’s Asylum and Refugee Support Group
Swansea Environment Centre
Swansea Quakers
ROSA Woman to Woman Fund
The Big Lottery Community Fund (Awards for All)
Seven Hills Wholefoods
The Tampon Tax Community Fund
STOPP – Swansea Takes on Period Poverty
WEN Wales
Congolese Development Group
Friends of Monze
Bigger Heart Zanzibar
EYST Swansea
Julie Raikes, Benefit Full Circle
Women’s Archive Wales
The Swansea Wellbeing Centre
Claudia Mollzahn and UWTSD Creative Bubble
Julie James AM
Councillor Louise Gibbard
Barclays Bank, Swansea Branch
and all the individual people who have given us their support and donations.
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CHAIR’S REPORT
I am writing at a time of Covid 19 and reflecting on our first partnership in 2006
empowering women and girls with "Concerned Women for Progress in Liberia" in the
aftermath of their civil war which had disproportionately affected women.
W4R tries to respond to what women are saying to us always within the context of
the wider picture.
So at the same time as women were using simple cameras to explore their daily lives
in Liberia for an exhibition to raise awareness in Swansea we were part of Wales
commitment to "UN Sustainable Development Goals" and subsequently to "Well
Being of Future Generations Act" goals.

We continue to develop partnerships and International Women's Day in Swansea is
still part of our central work, learning from each other, caring and sharing with a
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variety of different women and groups internationally. We now are led by younger
women celebrating "International Day of the Girl", reflecting our intergenerational
approach.
This year again we had a successful Green Fayre event and piloted a community
garden initiative supported by expert mentors enabling refugee women to plant and
grow. Again remembering our inspiration, Wangari Maathai, African Nobel Laureate
and her "women's green belt movement".
Despite Covid, support has continued via Zoom, mentors and Carol Shephard, our
sessional worker. Despite challenges we were able to start our "Opening Doors"
project with Swansea Women's Asylum and Refugee Support Group.
In Kenya we continued our support for libraries including a modest micro finance
programme. One of our early initiatives was making sustainable pads for all ages
which have now been taken up by women in Swansea.
With "Covid”, women are making masks and we are grateful to our base at the
Environment Centre for a fund raising resource.
Thanks must go to all our trustees always endeavouring to keep a fifty percent
trustee BAME balance, reflecting our equality and diversity principles.
To all our volunteers and supporters thank you.
A big thank you to all our trustees over the years and especially to Susan Jumba who
was with us at the beginning when in MEWN, Cymru. On her return to Kenya
founded with our support, ROCL (Reaching Out Changing Lives) Kenya who we still
work closely with.
To our funders who have enabled us to supplement volunteer time with Carol
Shephard, our great sessional worker, enabling us to do so much more .
Finally to our long term partner, Deana Owen of Friends of Monze, who is always
there when we ask.
For the many others who remain anonymous but who responded because they
wanted to make a better world for women and girls a big thank you.
Jennifer Twelvetrees, Chair
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Reports from ROCL: Reaching Out, Changing Lives, Kenya, 2019
SIX MONTHS ROCL REPORT FROM APRIL 2019– SEPTEMBER 2019
Once again we have had a good season and we thank God for bringing us this far. The
women groups under ROCL have done well for themselves with the support given so
far. As earlier indicated in my report the groups have been working on implementing
their planned projects. The merry go round/table banking is going on very well. As a
result, the women are able to borrow money and boost their capital base for their
businesses. The tent they bought has been another source of income as they hire the
tent. It has come in handy for use in the village and it is out on use most of the time.
The bee keeping business has also done very well. Honey was harvested during the
last reporting season. However the women have notified that the honey is due for
harvesting. They are working on improved packaging so that they move away from
using glass bottles because they are delicate in terms of handling.
The libraries have been running very well too. We’ve had a very busy period between
April and now as most schools in the catchment
area preferred to use the libraries to prepare pupils
for the national exams. We have pictures below to
illustrate. During this period, we got support in
terms of books from our local administration. This
has been an added advantage to the libraries as
this is a clear
indication that the
local administration
has bought into the
usefulness of the libraries. We have pictures of the
books below.
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The libraries have received a donation of more reading
materials from a well-wisher. The reading materials
will supplement what the libraries already have. We
are grateful to the community which has worked hand
in hand with us to encourage, support and add value
to what we are doing. Thank you for entrusting us with
your children and sending them to our facility.
As we walk into 2020 we will continue to value our
beloved community by providing library services and
supporting women as they strive to empower themselves economically. We remain
open to fresh ideas, collaborations and new areas of engagement. We are happy that
we are connecting with the local leaders. Together we
can accomplish much.
I am very grateful to have worked with the ROCL
family as a project manager. The role opened up my
mind to the little things easily ignored but make a
huge difference. I enjoyed doing my work, engaging
with school administrations on how they can make
good use of the libraries,
the pupils on the need to
develop a reading culture, the women on money
matters and harnessing resources within their reach and
ROCL leadership on pointing me in the right direction
and the push for excellence. I would do this again given
a chance.
REPORT PREPARED BY JUDITH LUHANGALA
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Sessional Worker Report, 2019-20
ROSA 2 Grant and Awards for All – Working 4 Women’s Wellbeing
Initial ROSA funding ended in May 2019, and the second ROSA grant, until February
2020, paid for sessional worker time to strengthen the organisation.
Women4resources was also successful in an application to The National Lottery
Community Fund ‘Awards for All’, which funded our project ‘Working 4 Women’s
Wellbeing’ from June 2019 –June 2020.

Impact of the work completed using this
funding:

Better communication with supporters – GDPR compliant collection and storage of
contact details, regular use of Mailchimp to send newsletters, increased social media
presence and raised public profile, website update underway.
Increased engagement of trustees, all of whom attended bespoke trustee training,
after which 4 new trustees were recruited (including 2 BAME, one aged 20 and one
regular volunteer).
Visioning day and follow up work with trustees: exploring vision, purpose and role of
W4R to ensure it is current and clear and to inform strategic planning.
In depth review and update of all policies and more robust accounting systems
demonstrate good practice to potential funders and therefore strengthen bids, as
well as the organisation.
Closer links to STOPP and SWARSG, helping to strengthen both partner organisations.
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Tasks, networking and innovations
 Regular strategic planning meetings with chair.
 Kept finances updated, reviewed finance systems with accountant, prepared
accounts and paperwork for AGM, worked with accountant to audit accounts
to strengthen future funding bids.
 Facilitated change to bank account: adding 2 new signatories, completing first
steps to set up online banking
 Arranged trustee training with SCVS, organised venue, refreshments and
attendance of current and potential trustees, processed information and
feedback from the event (September 2019).
 Set up, planned and facilitated trustee visioning event (Feb 2020).
 Supported trustees to prepare Big Lottery People and Places bid.
 Worked with MAD to plan new website and learn to use Mailchimp, set up
Mailchimp and sent regular newsletters to subscribers, set up Twitter account
 Liaised with Amy Sanders for policy review and update
 Attended STOPP monthly meetings, set up bank account for the organisation,
supported fundraising event in LUSH.
 Attended SWARSG meetings.
 Met with potential new partner organisation, GROW, Attended RSA event with
chair at Cinema and co (presentation, awareness raising of our work and plans,
networking), networking at BAME event
 Met Sarah from WEN mentoring scheme, meeting with Joy Kent from WEN
Wales to look at future of W4R and how WEN can support us. Attended WEN
Wales strategy event.
 Meeting with Layla from Bigger Heart Zanzibar – mentoring support.
 Met with Eleri at SCVS regarding potential local mentoring
 Project ended 10th February – completed accounts and final report for funders.
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Awards for all: Working 4 Women’s Wellbeing Project
Summary of events and impact so far (project ends June 2020)
Sewing events July and September 2019
July: Organised period pad making sewing event attended by 25 women of at least 8
nationalities. Partnered with Friends of Monze, SWARSG (Swansea Asylum and
Refugee Women’s Support Group) and Congolese Development group. Food
prepared by asylum seeker volunteer.
Impact: Welcomed 2 new volunteers with sewing skills to share with women
attending (MC and FR). Worked with Congolese Development project for the first
time. Excellent feedback from women who attended.

September: Sewing event in partnership with STOPP (Swansea Takes on Period
Poverty) and EYST (Ethnic Minorities and Youth Support Team). New volunteers from
event in July attended and supported once more. MC very keen to support
development of future sewing projects, FR, member of local Bangladeshi community,
has become a trustee. 17 women attended. Food once again prepared by asylum
seeker volunteer. Welcomed new participants via STOPP and EYST as well as SWARSG
and W4R contacts. Very positive feedback once again.
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Impact: Confidence building for volunteers and women learning to sew useful items.
Opportunity to discuss issues around period poverty and environmental impact of
products we use. Building stronger relationships with other organisations working
locally with women (EYST and STOPP), recruited a new trustee from BAME
community.

Employment support for individual women (August)
One to one support for local female entrepreneur.
Arranged work experience in a pharmacy for two young women from Cyprus (sisters
of one of our regular young volunteers) for month of August. Accompanied them on
their first day and provided bus travel passes for them from unrestricted funds.
Impact: supporting personal growth and professional development of three young
women.
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Trustee training
A4A also funded the trustee training event room hire, trainers and refreshments.
Celebrating the International Day of the Girl (Oct and Dec)
In October, set up a planning session with 4 enthusiastic young women (aged 13-16)
to explore ideas for an event for girls. Organized the event in December:
#sharethepowerofgirls, an afternoon of activities, crafts, discussions and
connections. This was our first event specifically for girls and it included 2 members
of the Welsh Youth Parliament. STOPP also took part. New volunteer Linda attended
to support the sewing.
Impact: engaging and empowering girls to work with us to create an event. The event
was successful and can be duplicated and built on in the future. New connections with
volunteers and participants.

The Green Fayre (November)
Set up stalls and activities, organised volunteers from SWARSG to support the stall
over the weekend.
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Impact: networking and connection with public. Strengthened our relationship with
our volunteers. Found potential new trustee with treasurer skills. 20 people gave their
email addresses to join our mailing list.

Outside-Inside – food growing project (Jan/Feb)
Set up new food growing project in partnership with volunteers from the Swansea
Quaker Meeting House. Recruited 5 participants who chose seeds to plant. This is a
pilot project we hope to expand upon with future funding.
Impact: trialling a new project with new volunteers – pilot to support future funding
bid
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International Women’s Day Wellbeing of Women and Girls event (March)
An afternoon of workshops, taster sessions and activities to support health and
wellbeing. Included Zumba, yoga, thai yoga massage, relaxation, singing, art, sewing
and snacks. And, of course, lots of discussions and connection. Attended by 40
women and girls.
Impact: offering taster sessions and supportive activities to inspire women and girls to
prioritize their wellbeing. Created a space for women and girls to share ideas, skills
and stories to inspire and support each other.

What next?
 Everything came to an abrupt halt with the Covid 19 Lockdown.
 Sessional worker time was used to organize regular meetings of trustees and
to keep in contact with our supporters and volunteers.
 Coordinating small scale fundraising support of vulnerable women in the
community in partnership with STOPP.
 Finding ways to take forward the Opening Doors Project, also on hold due to
COVID 19 restrictions.
 Planning to set up face mask sewing workshops using Zoom.
 Keeping in contact with Quaker volunteers Erica and Joan regarding the food
growing project.
 Awards for All project extended to August 2020.
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Reflections on being a trustee for Women4resources by
Catreya Mably
Many different people become trustees for different reasons
and in different ways. My journey into being a trustee was
unconventional; I hadn’t been involved much in W4R before
coming into the role, I had only heard about their work. The
work that W4R was doing, as well as the opportunity to take
on responsibility outside of University work and part-time
employment, convinced me to become a trustee. Nearly a year later, I am so proud
of all that we have done as an organisation and of my place within that.
Being a trustee alongside full-time study has certainly been a challenge, but it
is amazing to see how much relevance one has to the other. I often find myself
offering insights into the trends of thoughts amongst student groups, i.e. a turn
towards environmentalism, and sometimes awkwardly attempting to be the ‘voice of
the young people’ within meetings, although I feel quite old to be speaking for the
“girls” that we work with. In the same vein, in University, lecturers have brought up
issues such as unpaid labour in the home, historically taken on by women, and I have
been able to discuss this issue at length, due to an understanding of resources and
“women’s work” that I have gained from W4R. From this, it is clear that W4R has
permeated my life, in my academia, career and voluntary time.
Personally, becoming a W4R trustee has given me
an immense sense of pride in our work, as well as the
ability to write bids and organise fundraising. I have met
some wonderful women and girls. It has also
strengthened my networking and communication skills. I
would recommend becoming a trustee to anyone who
feels they have the time and energy to give.
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WOMEN4RESOURCES FINANCE REPORT 2019-20
2019-20
Opening Balance
Barclays Bank Account
Nationwide Building Society
W4R General Petty Cash
Money from PUShop intin
INCOME
Restricted Funds
ROSA Grant
Awards for All (2019)
ROCL
Gardening Project
Opening Doors
Sevenhills
Unrestricted Funds
Bank interest/payments (Nationwide &
Barclays)
Other
Donations
Total Income

2018-19

13948.16
870.69
119.21
0.00
14938.06

10281.50
630.07
0.90
0.00
10912.47

4375.00
0.00
250.00
146.43
9910.00
0.00

8040.00
8900.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
25.00

420.78
68.66
60.00
15230.87

0.62
530.00
451.48
17947.10
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EXPENDITURE
Restricted Funds
ROCL
1054.00
ROSA 1
731.21
ROSA 2
4179.40
International Sewing Partnership
0.00
Swansea Womens Asylum & Refugee Support
Group
0.00
Sevenhills
1000.00
Awards for All Grant 2019-20 (Restricted)
4769.93
Santander Grant (Restricted) (GWEN)
0.00
SCVS Grant (Restricted)
0.00
Unrestricted Funds
Bank interest/payments (Nationwide &
Barclays)
0.00
Stationery, Print, Rent & Event Expenses
0.00
Insurance (paid from Awards for all)
0.00
Other
100.00
Total Expenditure
11834.54
BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD FOR 2020-21
Represented by:
Barclays Bank Account
Nationwide Building Society
W4R General Petty Cash

1427.00
7095.68
0.00
1350.00
0.00
2940.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

25.00
135.20
0.00
50.00
13022.88

18334.39

15836.69

17211.26
1091.47
31.66
18334.39

14846.79
870.69
119.21
15836.69
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